The right to water

What WaterAid and IHRB think it means
for business water users and
providers

Aim to cover
• Why IHRB & WaterAid getting involved
• What the right to water means for
business water users and providers
• Considerations for business
• Addressing shared risk

Why we are involved
• Ensure more people have sustainable
access to water and sanitation
• Timely
– UN Independent Expert
– Ruggie Framework
– Addressing confusion raised by companies

• Recognise shared risks

The right to water
•
•
•
•
•

The right to water exists
Business water users = duty to respect
Respect = prioritise people’s access
Duty to fulfil the right sits with the state
Enable means to remedy
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What we think it may mean
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Right to Water
• Availability
• The right to water exists
• Quality– 30 September 2010
•• Accessibility
Business water users = duty to respect
•• Acceptability
Respect = prioritise people’s access
•• Affordability
Duty to fulfil the right sits with the state
• Enable means to remedy

Cases
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Responsibility to Respect
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• The state duty to protect against human
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rights abuses by third parties;
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• The need for more effective access to
remedies.

Due Diligence
• “To become aware of, prevent and
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• “A comprehensive, proactive attempt to
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Recommendations
•Abide by the law
•Ensure
• The non-discrimination
right to water exists
• Include the
marginalized
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• Respect dignity
Business
water users
duty to respect
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• •Consult
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• Be accountable

Next steps
• Further exploration of shared risks
• The right to water exists
• Understand
how action can be taken
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forward
• Business water users = duty to respect
• Develop a business case
• Respect = prioritise people’s access
• Establish best practices
• Duty to fulfil the right sits with the state
• Document and share lessons
• Enable means to remedy

